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Abstract

This paper proposes a coastal erosion monitoring system for beach erosion management, which we demonstrate on natural and artificial pocket gravel beaches in Croatia. The approach uses low-cost Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetric imaging and multi-view stereo (MVS) to produce high-resolution 3D beach models for detecting morphological changes and erosion occurrence. Coastal state indicators, such as the shoreline position and subaerial beach volume, are derived from the 3D models and used to quantify changes between surveys. The method is illustrated through two case studies and, to our knowledge, these are the first repetitive measurements taken on the Croatian eastern Adriatic Coast (CEAC). In case of the natural Brseč beach, beach rotation was found to be a response to natural forcing from waves of various incident directions. For the artificial Dugi Rat beach, which loses sediment every winter and is subsequently re-nourished every spring, monitoring showed that beach nourishment is of limited durability. Both case studies showed that the SfM-MVS technique is suitable for the rapid and frequent acquisition of 3D survey data, from which quantitative coastal indicators can be derived to inform future coastal management interventions. Significantly, this low-cost data acquisition has a great potential for regular beach management survey.

The introduction of beach monitoring in Croatia is timely because emerging Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) practices will require data-based approaches. Moreover, rare natural pocket beaches and the ever-increasing number of artificial beaches are extremely vulnerable to natural and man-made changes. Adaptive beach management, based on systematic monitoring data, should be included in the ICZM, and we detail how SfM-MVS-based monitoring can be used at different levels of the ICZM. Implementing robust ICZM monitoring will require broad considerations and consultation with all stakeholders, so we propose that SfM-MVS beach surveys should be initially integrated into the existing monitoring practices for CEAC sea water bathing quality. Extension of the existing database with rapidly-gathered low-cost 3D beach survey data, from a number of targeted beaches, could be used to provide a crucial baseline for the ICZM and strategic coastal monitoring of the CEAC.
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1. Introduction

Globally, coastlines are under pressure and, in Europe, 20% are affected by erosion (EUROSION study, European Commission, 2004). Within this, the Croatian eastern Adriatic coast (CEAC, extending over 6000 km along the eastern Adriatic Sea between Slovenia and Montenegro, Fig. 1) is exposed to multiple natural and man-made pressures affecting its stability. However, the CEAC is a key area for a growing tourist market; consequently, to deliver sustainable coastal development that ensures economic activities and preserves natural beach environments, Croatian coastal management should include an evidence-based understanding of natural processes such as erosion. Here, for the first time, we apply a photo-based beach monitoring technique to deliver sequential 3D models that are suitable for informing future coastal management decision-making.

The CEAC is highly valued for its biodiversity and has an attractive rocky karst landscape that has been used intensely by humans for centuries. Both biodiversity and landscape can be impacted by the currently growing tourist demand for beach capacity, which has driven the building of artificial beaches and the enlargement of many natural beaches by nourishment, frequently carried out without suitable environmental impact studies or appropriate post-nourishment maintenance. Under increased natural pressures such as sea-level rise (SLR) (Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010), enhanced storminess (Kaniewski et al., 2016), coastal inundation due to storm surges (Međugorac et al., 2015), and unusual waves such as meteotsunamis (Šepić et al., 2012), it is likely that the CEAC coastal and beach management issues will only deepen.

At the beginning of the 21st Century, coastal development in Croatia was affected by unplanned and expanding construction, most of which was inconsistent with natural and cultural heritage (Cimerman, 2004). Currently, this is changing; Croatia is a signatory to the Barcelona Convention on environmental conservation within the Mediterranean, which includes the Protocol on Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM; European Commission, 2008). The ICZM was ratified by the Croatian Government in 2012, but implementation remains in its infancy, and there is a lack of coordination among governing bodies from local to national levels and across different agencies and ministries. The responsibilities of different authorities can be unclear and can overlap and, furthermore, there is a lack of public participation in decision-making, and of public awareness about the problems that the coastline is facing. Fundamentally, progress is hampered by the complexities of the existing legal system due to the numerous different relevant laws, multiple directives for law enforcement and strategic documents related to coastal management. An integral model of coastal zone management has yet to be established.
Likewise, there is no integrated system of beach management designed to evaluate beach environments from all aspects. Currently, Croatian beach management is the responsibility of local authorities (coastal municipalities and towns) and includes land and sea use, infrastructure development, cultural heritage preservation, allocation of concessions etc., as well as beach erosion issues. Management practices are guided by two main national documents: the Law of maritime domain and seaports (https://www.zakon.hr/download.htm?id=505) and the Regulation on Sea Bathing Water Quality (Official Gazette 73/08), with the latter shaped according to EU directive 2006/7/EC (OJEU, 2006). However, the related beach management strategies and directives are broad and services-oriented (Ministry of Tourism, 2013; PAP/RAC, 2010) and, critically, omit issues of coastal erosion. Tackling this gap, to enable appropriate adaptive policies to be developed and applied through estimating future beach changes, requires an understanding of coastal processes and their effects over local and regional scales. Beaches act as an energy buffer, contribute to coastal environmental diversity and provide recreational environments. Regardless of which of these form the primary role, a better understanding of beach origin and evolution is crucial for effective beach protection within coastal management strategies. Such an understanding is usually derived from extensive monitoring thus, as the first step in Croatia, it is essential to identify vulnerable coastal locations and to implement a suitable monitoring plan to acquire data over appropriate spatial and temporal scales.

Typically, beach monitoring comprises deriving high-resolution topographic digital elevation models (DEMs) using data from terrestrial and airborne laser scanners, multibeam sonars, differential global positioning system (dGPS), and total station surveys (Baptista et al., 2008; Casella et al., 2014; Pietro et al., 2008; White and Wang, 2003). Techniques such as satellite and video imaging can be used for detecting the shoreline position, with the latter also providing intertidal DEMs (Kroon et al., 2007). Most recently, the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has been explored (Brunier et al., 2016; Gonçalves and Henriques, 2015; Jaud et al., 2016). DEMs are then used to assess coastal processes and coastal morphology changes over various temporal and spatial scales (Li and King, 2007; White and Wang, 2003; Young and Ashford, 2006) and can be used to support coastal management (Davidson et al., 2007). However, for the CEAC, most satellite data have suboptimal temporal and spatial resolution, and airborne LIDAR could only be acquired occasionally due to the high cost involved, leading to inadequate temporal coverage. dGPS surveys are still used infrequently, mainly due to restricted beach access in coves between headlands, the time required for fieldwork and limited equipment availability. Video systems could provide
Photogrammetric computer vision software offers an alternative and complementary surveying approach by enabling DEMs to be created from ground-based field photographs taken by a consumer-grade camera. Recently, DEMs created by using such a Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry approach, combined with Multi-View Stereo (MVS), have been increasingly utilized in geosciences and engineering (e.g. James and Robson, 2012; Westoby et al., 2012), including demonstrating potential for measuring coastal changes (James and Robson, 2012; Ružić et al., 2014). Furthermore, the relatively coarse texture of the gravel beaches along the CEAC is advantageous for the SfM-MVS process, which can fail in the presence of homogenous surfaces (James and Robson, 2012; Mancini et al., 2013).

Such techniques can produce detailed topographic data but, to inform coastal management actions, the data need to be reduced to a simplified set of Coastal State Indicators (CSIs) to provide insight into the processes involved. CSIs are defined as “issue-related parameters that can simply adequately and quantitatively describe the dynamic state and evolutionary trends of a coastal system” (Davidson et al., 2007), and their identification is a combined effort between coastal scientists and end users (Van Koningsveld et al., 2005). Fundamentally, CSIs should facilitate both monitoring and assessment of environmental problems, and help identify solutions for management issues. Recently, various video-derived CSIs were tested within the European CoastView Project (Davidson et al., 2007) for use on diverse management concerns. Other CSIs, such as beach user density, shoreline contours, beach volumes, momentary coastline (MCL) positions and dune foot position, have been proved valuable in recreational beach management, to determine shoreline evolution and to identify natural development and anthropogenic impacts (Giardino et al., 2014; Jimenez et al., 2007; Kroon et al., 2007).

The aim of this paper is twofold: i) to demonstrate the use of the emerging low-cost and labour-efficient Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetric approach to ascertain useful data and parameters for effective monitoring of gravel beaches along the CEAC, and ii) to use the obtained data to define appropriate CSIs for management purposes. We first describe the main natural characteristics of the CEAC and the study sites, along with their anthropogenic pressures, before describing the applied SfM-MVS survey methodology. The results of the first systematic beach monitoring in Croatia to cover event and seasonal time scales are then provided, with a description of the indicators useful for site-specific management policies. Finally, we discuss the usefulness of
the approach and its implementation alongside existing coastal monitoring practices in Croatia for future management purposes.

2. Study area

2.1. Natural settings

The CEAC lithology is rather simple, including predominant carbonates and less represented flysch, occasionally associated with other clastics (Fig. 1). More than 90% of the eastern Adriatic coast is formed in carbonates, while approx. 6% is formed in flysch. In the case of the CEAC, this ratio is even higher in favour of carbonates. The interplay between underlying geology, tectonics, marine processes, sediment input, and variations in climate and relative sea level changes over the Quaternary and Holocene time-scales has led to the development of the intricate transgressive, steep, rugged rocky karstic coast. With coastal mountains abruptly sinking into the sea, steepness is one of the main characteristics of the CEAC, where depths of 10-20 m occur in proximity to beaches (Pikelj et al., 2009; Pikelj and Juračić, 2013). The general orientation of the coastline is NW-SE, with islands and channels running parallel to the coastline to form recognizable Dalmatian-style coast (Fairbridge, 1968; Von Richthofen, 1901).

As a result of the carbonate lithology, sediment-starved coast and weak surf energy of the Adriatic Sea, typical coastal forms such as beaches and cliffs are relatively rare along the CEAC, occurring most often in areas of easily erodible flysch. Beaches developed in flysch are sandy and longer compared to gravel beaches formed in carbonates (Pikelj and Juračić, 2013; Pikelj et al., 2013). The majority of beach sediment in carbonate coasts comes from gravelly alluvial fans, supplied by relict or recent torrential surface flows. A high correlation between beaches and drainage area surfaces indicates that the beach sediment budget depends largely on drainage area and thus on surface flow sediment input (Benac et al., 2010). Besides surface streams, gravelly beaches are fed by material derived from rockfalls, rock debris and rock weathering (Juračić et al., 2009; Pikelj and Juračić, 2013). The sediment contribution from Croatian coastal rivers is relatively low (Juračić and Prohić, 1991; Pikelj and Juračić, 2013: Pikelj et al., 2016: Sondi et al., 1994) due to the predominant carbonate lithology.

(Figure 1)

The CEAC experiences a micro-tidal regime, with 0.2-0.5 m mean daily tidal range. The most frequent wind waves are generated by Bora (NE) and Sirocco (SE) winds. Bora waves are fetch-
limited, of significant wave height (Hs) of 4 m and mean wave period (Tm) of 6 s in deep offshore water during the extreme events. Waves of higher significant wave height (Hs = 5–6 m) and longer mean period (Tm up to 7–8.5 s) in deep water are generated by long-lasting Sirocco along the Adriatic (HHI, 1999). A coupled action of the Sirocco wind, seiche and tide, accompanied by low air pressure, may result in storm-surges at the CEAC’s northern end, raising the sea-level by up to, and occasionally over, 1 m (Međugorac et al., 2015). In addition to wave generated by those two dominated winds, shore-normal waves are also generated by a rare and non-persistent wind, the Adriatic Libeccio (SW), in particular along the NW-SE oriented part of the CEAC. These rare waves are encountered during winter seasons and are accompanied by water piling up to the shore and causing strong and destructive breakers as observed elsewhere (Penzar et al., 2001; Poulain and Raichich, 2001). The magnitude and frequency of the above conditions vary with seasons, being of larger magnitude and more frequent during winter. In general, the coastline experiences lower energy from low-fetch NE waves than from SE waves. However, characteristics of the nearshore waves are largely unknown due to measurements being rare and intermittent.

2.2. Anthropogenic pressures

The main anthropogenic effects on the CEAC are related to tourism and associated activities (urban expansion, transport, agriculture). These activities are concentrated mostly on islands and in the narrow strip of the coastline backed by steep mountains, during summer months (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2017). Tourism in Croatia started to grow rapidly in the 1960s, with total overnights peaking in 1988. A decrease was recorded in 1990 due to the Homeland war but, by 2010, the numbers of tourist overnights had recovered to 1988 values and are still increasing (Croatian Bureau of Statistics, 2017). These trends are reflected in rapid coastal urbanization. According to the Report of the State of the Space from the Republic of Croatia (Ministry of Construction and Physical Planning, 2013), 150 km of the CEAC was urbanized prior to 1960, while this number was over fivefold higher (837 km) over the 1960 – 2000 period. This trend continued at the beginning of the 21st Century, leading to 20% of the CEAC being constructed or planned for construction (Hinkel et al., 2015), while approximately the same length is estimated to be anthropogenically changed over the next 20 years (PAP/RAC Synthesis Report, 2007). Due to classic “sun and sea” tourism, Croatian beaches are still the main component of tourist resources. Rapid tourism growth is raising demand for beach capacities on the one hand, while accompanied construction is directly affecting the natural dynamic of existing beaches and coastline. In order to protect coastal properties many hard structures were built and erosion occurred where these structures interfered with natural beaches (e.g., Rab Island; Juračić et al., 2009), while an uncontrolled disposal of
constructional waste disturbed beach dynamics, causing erosion in some places (Pikelj et al., 2013; Rajčić, et al., 2010). In order to increase recreational and bathing capacities, spaces between hard structures were used to build artificial beaches. The beachfill material used for their construction is quarried carbonate aggregate; however, many of these beaches are recently being subjected to erosion. As a solution, additional hard structures are being built for protection or larger amount of aggregate was used for the replenishment. In many of these cases, decision-making was carried out at the municipality level, by concession owner or small stakeholders, mostly with county permission and funding. A similar practice of nourishment is applied for enlarging natural beaches, causing irreversible changes and general deterioration.

2.3. Erosional status of the CEAC

Due to the predominant carbonate lithology, the CEAC is considered to be of low vulnerability to natural pressures and, overall, less vulnerable to sea level rise (SLR) than some other coastlines. However, the local response of particular coastal region to SLR and related impacts, depends greatly on its morphology (Barić et al., 2008; Juračić et al., 2009; Pikelj et al., 2013). Erosion and general degradation started to occur along with the intensive coastal construction related to tourism growth. Losses of beach sediment are mostly related to diminishing sources and losses to offshore due to the very steep submarine slopes. Decreases in sediment flux due to dam construction near the Cetina River mouth (middle Adriatic, Fig. 1), are resulting in an erosive effect on the local sandy beach system (Pikelj et al., 2013). In addition, regulation of torrential streams in order to prevent flooding has deprived many pocket beaches of sediment supply from their watersheds (e.g., Mošćenička Draga in the northern Adriatic), as also observed elsewhere (Brunel and Sabatier, 2009; Pranzini and Rosas, 2007). This is particularly relevant in limestone environments where erosion rates and sediment input from hillslopes are low (Hooke, 2006). Consequently, any activity related to further reduction of sediment input along the CEAC may lead to changes in beach dynamics and eventually provoke beach erosion. Additionally, mechanical weathering of carbonate pebbles caused by frequent sediment turnover may add to beach sediment loss, as shown in the example of in situ abrasion of marble pebbles (Bertoni et al., 2012) having an abrasion rate comparable with that of limestone pebbles.

2.4. Site descriptions

Two demonstration beaches, representative of varied conditions and management concerns along the CEAC, were chosen for SfM-MVS monitoring. The Brseč is a 37 m long gravel beach,
developed along the steep NNE-SSW-oriented eastern coast of the Istrian Peninsula (Figs. 1 and 2). The coastal zone here is steep, narrow and abuts the mountain. The beach is a typical embayed natural pocket beach, nested between two headlands and formed by the joint action of sediment supplied by a torrential surface flow and the weathering of the surrounding limestones. The mean grain size of the carbonate sediment ranges between 6 and 67 mm; however, cobbles and boulders can occur after stormy wave conditions. Beach width may vary up to 20 m, depending on the weather and wave conditions. These variations are accompanied by significant beach morphology and topography changes occurring on a short time scale (hours). Prevailing waves are driven by Bora (NE) and Sirocco (SE) (Section 2.1.), of which strong Bora forcing occurs more often and mostly during the winter. Such conditions also interchange with periods of strong Sirocco.

(Figure 2)

The beach has become an important natural resource for the local tourist economy since the 1970s. It is indirectly affected by coastal developments and associated land use change, mainly due to urbanisation in the lower and afforestation in the upper catchment of the watercourse that drains onto the beach. Figure 3 clearly shows the difference in land use change in the hinterland of Brseč beach. Urbanization of the area has partially sealed bedrock and natural sediment drains, leading to obstruction of sediment material to be transported by torrents. Furthermore, shrubbery coverage of the terrain has reduced direct runoff and erosion from the bare ground. Similar changes on Elba Island were reported by Nordstrom et al. (2004), which can affect beach stability over the long-term. The comparison of digitalized 1968 and 2011 photos (DGU, https://ispu.mgipu.hr/) of Brseč beach (Fig. 3C) indicates potential decadal erosion. It is estimated that the beach retreated approximately 9.5 m, giving the average erosion rate of 0.22 m/y. A similar example was given by Pranzini and Rosas (2007). However, this rate is considered to be high for this miniature pocket beach and should be taken with caution. It should be noted that the quality of the aerial photography is quite low and the tidal elevation at acquisition was unknown.

(Figure 3)

Dugi Rat beach (Middle Dalmatia) is an 80 m long urban beach, oriented W-NW to E-SE, and one of three embayed artificial beaches protected by rocky groynes (Figs. 1 and 4). The current appearance of the beach is the result of decades of human activity, with this stretch of the coast being significantly changed during the 1960s when the motorway was built. The road was cut in erodible flysch and partially protected by a revetment wall, along which a concrete promenade was
constructed during the 1980s. Further works on the beach were carried out during the 2000s; large rocks were introduced to construct groynes and also to provide a ground for the beach (Figs. 4 and 5). The beach body was built in 2008 and has been replenished annually since, in order to maintain its size despite continuous sediment loss. Cessation of industrial activities and orientation to tourism resulted in increased numbers of beach users over a relatively small period. This upward trend, which is expected to continue in the future, could lead to the beach exceeding its carrying capacity and to a need for further expansion. Due to a lack of natural sediment sources (Section 2.1.), the material used for the nourishment is crushed quarried carbonate stone aggregate of particle size 4-8 mm in diameter. The beach is bordered by stone groynes, and a groyne-pier in the middle (Fig 4; enlarged view) divides it into two parts, the north-western and south-western sections, denoted as DRN and DRS, respectively.

3. Methodology

The SfM-MVS approach is derived from advances in computer vision that facilitate photogrammetric measurement and enable low-cost, straightforward and rapid data collection with consumer-grade, uncalibrated cameras. The scene geometry, camera locations and orientation are automatically and simultaneously derived from overlapping photos taken from different positions (Brown and Lowe, 2005; Snavely et al., 2008a, 2008b; Ullman, 1979), with the results georeferenced to a real-world coordinate system through the use of ground control points (GCPs). For topographic surveying, high-resolution centimetric precision DEMs can be obtained, comparable to those obtained by laser scanning (James and Robson, 2012; Johnson et al., 2014; Westoby et al., 2012) and SfM-MVS is now used over a broad range of geoscience applications (see reviews in Bemis et al., (2014), Carrivick et al., (2016) and Eltner et al., (2015)).

For detection of beach surface change, centimetric survey precision is required. Based on the overall precision-to-viewing-distance ratio of ~1:1000 which is achievable with SfM-MVS (James and Robson, 2012), such precision can be attained using photographs viewing over several tens of metres if appropriately distributed GCPs with high-quality dGPS-measured coordinates are available. Although survey specifics for the two case study sites given here vary slightly, the overall survey design was based on that used previously for repeated coastal cliff surveys (James and Robson, 2012), to give suitable numbers (100’s) of appropriately overlapping (>60%) photographs, collected in convergent geometries and under diffuse lighting conditions (fuller descriptions of the methods are given in James and Robson (2012), James et al., (2013) and Ružić et al., (2014)). General SfM-MVS data collection recommendations can be found in many previous studies (e.g.
Bemis et al., 2014; Gienko and Terry, 2014; James and Robson, 2012; 2014; Eltner et al., 2015; Fonstad et al., 2013; Westoby et al., 2012), but the beach environment requires some specific considerations; as much as possible, surveys were carried out at same tidal level and during low wave activity, to minimise differences in the retrievable DEMs extent and any effects of wave run-up. In addition, on the CEAC, survey timing has to be particularly well organised in order to survey under diffuse light conditions because the overcast skies required are relatively rare, even during winter.

3.1. Brseč

The Brseč beach was monitored for three autumn and winter months in 2013 (October 4th to December 27th), with an average periodicity of 10 days. During the monitoring period, several stormy events occurred, caused by waves forced by Bora (NE) and Sirocco (SE) winds. Up to 250 photographs were collected for each survey, using a single 10-megapixel Ricoh GR Digital IV camera, and taking care to acquire sharp and well-focused images under diffuse lighting conditions. Surrounding rocks enabled the photographs to be taken from a wide range of vertical and horizontal angles, and the 3D point clouds were generated using Autodesk ReCap online service (https://recap360.autodesk.com/). The ReCap service did not permit control data to be included in the processing, so the resulting point clouds were georeferenced to the HTRS96 Croatian coordinate system in CloudCompare software (http://www.danielgm.net/cc/). Georeferencing was carried out by using four Ground Control Points (GCPs) painted clearly on the rocks, which could be manually identified within the point clouds and had ground coordinates obtained by real-time kinematic GPS (RTK-GPS). Twenty-four randomly chosen ‘verification points’ in the beach area of the point cloud were compared with RTK-GPS survey data to give a root mean square error (RMSE) in the vertical of 3.2 cm, which is within the magnitude of the RTK-GPS measurement precision. In order to analyse beach morphology changes, the georeferenced point clouds, with densities of up to 40 000 points/m², were used to generate DEMs from which two coastal indicators were derived: the beach volume and the shoreline position. Subaerial beach volumes for all DEMs were calculated from different levels (0 m, 0.25 m, 0.5 m, and 0.75 m) but, in order to assess volumetric changes between all surveys, only volumes from 0.5 m and 0.75 m levels are considered here. The shoreline positions were assessed at the 0.4 m beach contour.

3.2. Dugi Rat
Five surveys were carried out on the Dugi Rat beach between February 21st 2015 and June 27th 2016. Up to 600 photographs were collected each time, using either a Canon EOS 450 D or a Canon EOS 400 D digital camera. A “walk-around” survey scheme was applied, covering the study area from a wide range of vertical and horizontal angles by holding the camera at eye level and mounted overhead on a pole. Before photograph collection, 25 fixed GCPs were marked by paint and their 3D coordinates were determined by virtual reference station real-time kinematic (VRS RTK) positioning, using a Trimble R8 GNSS receiver and the CROPOS VPPS service (DGU, http://www.cropos.hr/). Horizontal and vertical accuracies were within 2 and 4 cm, respectively. Photo processing into 3D point clouds and georeferencing to the HTRS96 Croatian coordinate system were carried out using Agisoft PhotoScan Pro software. PhotoScan enables GCPs to be included directly within the processing (i.e., in the photogrammetric bundle adjustment) and the resulting RMSE on the control points varied between 13 mm and 57 mm (mostly < 30 mm, within the magnitude of dGPS precision). The dense point clouds (up to 96 000 points/m²) were exported to Surfer (Golden Software) for interpolation into DEMs. In order to analyse beach morphology changes, beach volume was derived as a CSI. To quantify volumetric and geomorphic changes between surveys, sequential comparisons of successive DEMs was carried out by creating DEMs of difference (DoDs) for beach areas covered in all surveys (i.e., above 0 m elevation). Thus, necessarily, some lower areas of subaerial beach are omitted in the analyses. Nevertheless, observations of DEM contour position changes suggest beach width and beach elevation as potential CSIs.

4. Results

4.1. Shoreline and beach volume changes on Brseč beach

Comparison of the shorelines derived for 0.4 m elevation shows three broadly different conditions (Fig. 6). An approximately average state (or medium condition) was detected during the first survey (Fig. 6A), and the shoreline, marked as red, stretches uniformly along the beach, connecting two rocks on the opposite sides by an almost straight line. The first beach rotation occurred in November as the result of stormy waves (Hs = 2.80 m) generated by strong Bora (NE). The shoreline retreated by ~7.5 m in the north-eastern corner of the beach, which was the maximum retreat recorded during the monitoring period (Fig. 6B). The northernmost sector of the beach was heavily eroded (net sediment loss was -73 m³; Table 1), leaving the coarsest sediment (cobbles and boulders) exposed on the surface (visible in the photo-realistic point cloud, Fig. 6B). The shoreline obtained after the last survey (blue line in Fig. 6C) shows beach rotation in the opposite direction,
resulting from waves ($H_s = 1.80 \text{ m}$) generated by strong Sirocco (SE); the beach advanced in the NW, while retreating $\sim 8 \text{ m}$ in the SW, reflecting nearly complete removal in this area. The overall rotation of the 0.4 m contour shoreline was up to $32^\circ$ between measurements taken after SE and NE storms, with the pivot point located approximately in the middle of the shoreline (Fig. 6D).

Beach volume is a complementary indicator to the shoreline location and was calculated directly from dense 3D point clouds to avoid including the errors inherent in DEM interpolation. In order to compare all surveys, subaerial volumes were calculated from the elevations that were always covered: 0.5 m and 0.75 m (Table 1). Generally, volume increased (+160 m$^3$) until the first storm, driven by Bora winds (12 and 18 November), when significant decreases (-86 and -87 m$^3$, respectively) were recorded. Volume then increased again and decreased (-79 m$^3$) during the Sirocco storm (27$^{th}$ December). Above 0.75 m, similar increases and decreases of the beach volume were observed, except between 12 and 18 November, where some sediment exchange occurred between these upper parts of the beach.

(Figure 6)

(Table 1)

4.2. Beach volume changes on Dugi Rat beach

Table 2 summarizes the beach volumes determined for all Dugi Rat surveys. A small increase (+3 m$^3$) in total beach volume was observed between the first two surveys (Table 2), which were taken over an event-based time-scale (pre- and post-storm), to analyse the effect of the three-day Sirocco storm during February 2015. This small change is not obvious by visual comparison of the DEMs (Figs. 7 and 8). However, DoDs revealed that both beach segments experienced erosion on their south-eastern sides (Figs. 9 and 10), while sediment accumulated on the north-western sides.

A 4-month interval (February to June 2015) separated the next two successive surveys, between which net sediment gain was detected on the DRS (+15 m$^3$), while sediment was lost (-18 m$^3$) on the DRN (Table 2), reflecting in an overall small sediment loss. Interestingly, the total analyzed beach volume of 291 m$^3$ is identical to that determined before the Sirocco event in February 2015.

The June 2015 DEMs showed that, in some places, the 0 m contour extended beyond the analyzed beach area (Figs. 7 and 8), indicating a larger beach width. At the same time, both DEMs (Figs. 7 and 8) and DoDs (Figs. 9 and 10) showed a slightly lower beach height along the promenade.

DEMs of both beach sections showed a general shoreward shift of the 0 m contour in January 2016, similar to the situation recorded in February 2015 (Figs. 7 and 8). DoDs of the DRN for this
observational period showed slight erosion in the narrow strip of the lower beach and a prominent accumulation on the SE part of beach segment (Fig. 9); a similar trend was also detected on the DRS (Fig. 10). The third observation period (June 2015 to January 2016) revealed sediment loss over the analyzed beach area (~ -3 m$^3$), with most of the loss along the DRS section (~ -10 m$^3$). In contrast, the DRN section gained sediment (~ +7 m$^3$; Table 2). This is evident in form of a bulge along the groyne on the W side of the DRN (Fig. 11A). The bulge occurs occasionally and with restricted longevity due to sediment being moved offshore (Fig. 11; central picture). The largest overall change in volume (~ +10 m$^3$) was detected during the last observational period (January to June 2016). The volume increased (~ +12 m$^3$) on the DRS (Table 2) and decreased on the DRN (~ -2 m$^3$). The seaward shift of the DRN 0 m contour (Fig. 7) detected in June 2016 was similar to that in June 2015, while for DRS, this shift was less obvious. Elevation differences over the early 2016 period showed considerable accumulation in the NW parts of both beach segments (Figs. 9 and 10).

5. Discussion

5.1. SfM photogrammetry in the CEAC environment

Our case studies have shown that ground-based photography and the SfM-MVS approach can be used to produce valuable high-resolution DEMs in both natural and artificial beach environments. The equipment required is affordable, light and easily transportable, enabling fieldwork to be carried out rapidly and opportunistically before and after storms or other short events (Gonçalves and Henriques, 2015). As such, the ground-based SfM-MVS approach represents a cost-effective alternative to relatively expensive LIDAR surveys for CEAC beach environments. Over coastal extents of up to 100s of metres, centimetric precision can be achieved by using ground control points measured with survey-grade GPS equipment (here, using RTK positioning mode with standard horizontal and vertical precisions of up to 2 and 4 cm, respectively, Sections 3.1. and 3.2.). Although initial training of personnel is required in order to achieve high-quality SfM surveys (e.g. Glendell et al., 2017), with previously marked GCPs at Brseč and Dugi Rat beaches, surveys could
be carried out in approximately 15 and 40 minutes respectively (as required for this research), and the photogrammetric processing is substantially automated, requiring only 5-7 hours of operator time per survey.

However, as for other techniques, there are some limitations. In regions of large tidal range, suitable time windows for image acquisition can be short, although this is not a problem for the CEAC (which has only a small tidal range). More substantially, refraction effects prevent submerged regions of the beach from being reliably measured by straightforward application of the SfM approach, which can restrict the assessment of overall sediment loss. Nevertheless, our work has shown that the high-resolution and coverage of the DEMs obtained enables successful derivation of beach state CSIs such as beach volume and shoreline position, that are needed to describe coastal morphology changes over different time scales. Beach width was indirectly used as an additional easily-extracted CSI that can be useful for designing and planning of beach nourishment and for estimating bathing capacity. Calculation of CSIs can be carried out in a broad range of post-processing tools (including freeware).

As CEAC beaches are usually of lengths similar to those in our case studies (Pikelj and Juračić, 2013), the methodology demonstrated here is appropriate for regular coastal surveys along the CEAC. Thus, the SfM technique represents a powerful monitoring tool for assessing beach states through derived CSIs that are not easily obtained by other methods for similar costs and under typical CEAC conditions.

5.2. Practical application for coastal management in Croatia

The SfM-MVS methodology can be applied for both strategic and operational purposes, such as improving our understanding of coastal systems, decision-support for immediate interventions and for future coastline planning.

5.2.1. Strategic level

The implementation of ICZM in Croatia has only just started and requires monitoring and observational mechanisms as the first set of ICZM instruments (Article 16). Recent Croatian scientific and technical publications cover various ICZM topics such as architecture, technical sciences, traffic and transport, geodesy, civil engineering, economy, and politics (Kordej-De Villa et al., 2014), but coastal geology and geomorphology remain largely neglected. Consequently, there
is a current lack of data on the coastline’s physical characteristics to act as an effective baseline for future ICZM (Pikelj and Juračić, 2013).

Beside the examples given in this paper, the ground-based SfM methodology has been already used on the CEAC to assess cliff stability (Ružić et al., 2014), and other studies have been carried out in more complex coastal environments (Gienko and Terry, 2014; James and Robson, 2012; James et al., 2013). SfM-photogrammetry has also been successfully applied using an Unmanned Airborne Vehicle to derive DEMs of Baška Beach on Island Krk (Pikelj et al., 2017). By facilitating high-quality affordable surveys, over a range of spatial and temporal scales, the SfM methodology represents a powerful means to fulfil beach coastal monitoring needs in Croatia. Such surveys can also enable timely assessments of sediment budgets and coastal vulnerability to sea level rise, flooding and erosion, as Croatia needs to develop a strategy for coastal adaptation to climate change.

The case studies here have demonstrated that monitoring can enhance our understanding of beach responses to different environmental conditions which, in turn, can inform beach management and further beach monitoring. In the Brseč beach case, sediment migration is rapid and may occur in a matter of days, through stormy waves driven by interchanging Bora and Sirocco winds. These changes are extensive, affecting the total beach volume and causing significant morphologic changes characterized by a shifting and rotation of the shoreline. Although this localized shoreline advance and retreat does not generally involve overall net loss or gain of sediment as observed elsewhere (Klein et al., 2002; Ojeda and Guillen, 2008), temporarily sediment losses (Table 1) can occur due to waves caused by the strongest winds.

The Dugi Rat beach was found to be affected by both Sirocco- and Libeccio-driven waves. The sediment relocation to the SE side of the groyne and groyne-pier (Figs. 9 and 10), which was observed immediately after the Sirocco storm in February 2015, indicates that Sirocco waves drive longshore sediment transport from SE to NW (Figs. 9, 10 and 11D). Similarly, longshore drift caused by Sirocco-driven waves can be responsible for sediment movement from the DRS to the DRN (Table 2) and can result in the shoreward movement of the 0 m contour (Fig. 7 and 8) detected in the third survey after 6 months (Figs. 9 and 10). During these autumn and winter months, both Bora and Sirocco winds were present but, due to the coastal configuration, the largest waves are expected to be driven by the Sirocco (Fig. 11H; HHI, 2002). This is supported by a lack of significant change in the Dugi Rat beach after a severe Bora event (Pikelj et al., 2015). Hence, the
sediment relocation and loss on the DRN and DRS respectively (Table 2) are interpreted as due to the prevailing Sirocco-driven waves.

Importantly for future beach nourishment planning, our data show that the interplay between the longshore current driven by a Sirocco wind, the groyne and the nearshore slope might be responsible for sediment loss. With the groyne protruding into water of 8 m depth, and with slopes of between 1:4 and 1:5, it is likely that longshore sediment transport is deflected seaward to beyond the depth of closure. Similarly, steep nearshore slopes were found to be partly responsible for nourished sediment leakage, as also identified for Nice Beach on the French Riviera (Anthony et al., 2011). In contrast, the shore-normal waves, driven by infrequent but powerful SW Libeccio wind (Section 2.1.), transport sediment onshore (Fig. 11F and G).

Both case studies revealed significant winter changes, but the different beaches might be most affected by waves from contrasting directions (i.e., due to beach location, orientation and overall shoreline geometry). As expected, although losses on the natural beach were minimal, they were significant on the man-made beach. This illustrates the importance of considering erosion and other sediment movement processes prior to beach construction, and that even basic beach monitoring can contribute to this understanding to determine a critical threshold between erosional and accretional wave power and help further understanding of beach response in different environmental conditions.

5.2.2. Application to current coastal management in Croatia

5.2.1. Operational beach Management

Monitoring is important at the operational level of beach erosion management, where it is useful to adopt a management framework. Various approaches are given in the literature (e.g. Williams and Micallef, 2009; Sutherland, 2010) and here we refer to guidelines compiled in the EU project CONSCIENCE (Sutherland, 2010). These guidelines are based on the frame of reference of Van Koningsveld and Mulder (2004) and Van Koningsveld and Lescinski (2007), and incorporate CSIs. The development of a monitoring programme and CSIs requires the definition of objectives at strategic, tactical and operational level (e.g. Sutherland, 2010).
In case of the natural Brseč beach, a strategic objective might be preservation, while a tactical objective would be to maintain the beach width. In case of Dugi Rat, a strategic objective can be to maintain beach carrying capacity and the tactical objective would be to maintain the beach width.

Shoreline position and beach volume were shown to be suitable CSIs to describe the effects of natural forcing on the Brseč beach. However, beach width (easily derived from our obtained DEMs) would be an additional useful CSI for informing coastal managers about resilience to erosion and flooding for sudden storm events, and a valuable indicator for long-term planning (Fig. 3). For the Brseč beach, high-frequency event-focused surveys are particularly needed because short-term events may have a greater impact on beach stability and might require an urgent response from coastal managers. In contrast, for long-term analysis it is advisable to take measurements when the beach is in a ‘normal’ state. Hence, data should be acquired over a range of temporal scales.

Beach volume was used as the CSI at Dugi Rat to illustrate the morphological development of this artificial beach. While the beach width CSI reflects the strategic objective of having sufficient carrying capacity, the beach volume will reflect addition and loss of material from the beach much better. Current practice consists of beach nourishment with approximately 50-70 m$^3$ of aggregate every year (Fig. 11C). However, the sediment is lost during the cold season, as evidenced by a reduction in beach volume and in the narrowing of the beach (Figs. 7 and 8). This finding implies that the beach nourishment durability (the “…period between the time of initial emplacement of the sand and the earliest documented loss of at least 50% of the fill material…” as defined by Leonard et al., (1990)) is likely to be less than six months. According to observations made by the local authority responsible for nourishment, DRN is generally considered to be a natural accumulation area of the beach, while DRS is considered to be an erosional sector. Consequently, nourishment material is often distributed unevenly between the two parts of the beach. For example, of about 50 m$^3$ of material placed on the beach sometime before June 2015, ~10 m$^3$ was distributed on the DRN and ~40 m$^3$ on the DRS. Some of the existing sediment was also physically relocated from DRN to DRS, before placement of the new material. This practice may explain our measured net sediment gain (+15 m$^3$) on the DRS and net sediment loss on the DRN (-18 m$^3$; Table 2). Furthermore, the beach is subsequently flattened and widened by loaders and excavators (Figs. 11B and 11E) before being considered ready for the tourist season. The results of this widening are visible in both June 2015 DEMs (Figs. 7 and 8) showing the seaward shift of the 0 m contour, to outside of the analyzed beach area. Beach areas of lowered elevation on both DEMs (Figs. 7 and 8) and blue (erosion) on both DoDs (Figs. 9 and 10) are presumably the consequence of beach flattening, with accumulation zones resulting from filling of previously eroded sectors and beach widening.
A number of factors affect the durability of beach fill, such as the environmental conditions during and/or immediately after the nourishment takes place, the location of the nourished material (e.g. surf zone or berm) and the amount of sediment placed and grain size and sources of the nourished sediment. In addition, offshore beach slopes will be important too (Anthony et al., 2011). None of these factors appear to be considered currently, and it is likely that the beach nourishment practice is based on recent historical practice and short-term practicalities rather than on quantitative evidence. Beach nourishment could be more cost-effective by developing an adaptive strategy, based on more frequent monitoring (as shown in case of Brseč) than the typical bi-annual surveys used elsewhere (Anfuso et al., 2001), and CSIs (Green and Ilić, 2009). Moreover, pre- and post-nourishment surveys are strongly suggested, as well as surveys pre- and post-storm events.

5.3.2. Implementation of monitoring

Although SfM-based monitoring is relatively easy to use and inexpensive, implementing the method for the whole CEAC would involve further considerations, ranging over operational to strategic levels. At the operational level, one should consider following questions: Do all beaches require regular monitoring? What spatial and temporal coverage are required? Who will collect the data? Who will process the data and in what format should results be disseminated to practitioners and public? Who will store the data? Who will coordinate monitoring activities? At the strategic level, issues are related to the governance of coastal resources, funding, coordination between different governmental (vertical dimension) and sectorial levels (horizontal dimension), and the way monitoring is implemented e.g. by incentives for practicing data-based management or by forced regulations and penalties. As monitoring will support the ICZM, it is inevitable that the monitoring itself will require integration over different level of governments, over different sectors, different disciplines and will cover different environments e.g. coastal and terrestrial beach. The ultimate beneficiary of the ICZM and monitoring will be the general public and they should be directly involved, or involved through the local authorities with responsibilities for beach management. The method developed here is based on the relatively straightforward collection of photographs, which can also be useful to inform the public about changes taking place on the coast. This should facilitate public involvement in data collection and decision-making. Many local authorities are very small and understaffed, and they might not be able to carry monitoring activities and data processing by themselves; leaving coordination of the whole monitoring process to local authorities might lead to fragmentation rather than integration. Hence, it is likely that a new agency or a department within existing governmental agencies will need to be established to organize activities.
This will be overseen by a committee whose members should be representatives from local authorities, governmental agencies from different sectors (e.g. tourism, transport, urban planning) and scientific institutions. The committee should ensure that needs from different local authorities are incorporated in strategic objectives, that decisions are science-based and, in return, that data are used for enhancing our system-understanding and that there is coordination in data collection between sectors.

Implementing this comprehensive monitoring framework will be challenging and will take some time, in particular during consultation processes. Thus, here, we propose an intermediate step to enable initial surveying to be instigated relatively quickly by integrating the SfM method into existing monitoring practice.

In total, 956 bathing areas are already monitored for water quality along the CEAC, by the legal representatives of seven coastal counties, coordinated by the Ministry of Environment and Energy. Together with water quality, each bathing area is associated with additional information in the form of a Beach profile – a sort of beach “ID card” of data relevant for beachgoers, but which lacks the detailed information on physical attributes that is essential for sustainable management. Recently, Ivanković and Pikelj (2017) proposed a profile update for all monitored bathing areas to include the data required for BARE analysis (Williams and Micallef, 2009). A pilot project of 32 selected beaches among all bathing areas was conducted in 2009 and showed that the majority fell into the conflict zone between conservation potential and development potential (PAP/RAC, 2010). Ivanković and Pikelj (2017) also suggested that the information collected on beach sediment characteristics, beach erosion, and beach deposition should exceed that required for BARE analysis. Initial analysis of such sediment data should be used to identify potential erosion hot spots that can then be targeted for early SfM surveying and subsequent routine monitoring as demonstrated in our case studies.

Another advantage of SfM-survey integration with water quality monitoring is that a system for the public dissemination of results is already in place. Water quality data are publicly available in a national database maintained by the Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries (http://www.izor.hr/kakvoca/). The web portal allows the public to leave comments, give suggestions and provide additional information, which can all used to improve the monitoring further. Joint work, good coordination, and efficient communication between national and regional levels are maintained through annual meetings.
Our proposed integration of SfM-photogrammetry into the already well-established existing scheme of organized monitoring is a cost-effective way to focus effort on endangered beaches. It also drives further collaboration, exchanges of opinions and information-sharing among all parties involved. Moreover, further development and maintenance of the integrated database, accessible to the public, should raise public awareness and increase public participation in decision-making, which is ultimately of great benefit for coastal and beach management in the future.

6. Conclusions

Through the first systematic 3D surveys of a natural and an artificial beach, we have demonstrated that SfM-MVS photogrammetry provides a practical solution for long-term beach monitoring on the CEAC. Analysis of DEMs obtained from time-series 3D point clouds allowed the extraction of CSIs such as beach volume, shoreline position and beach width, which revealed the spatial and temporal dynamics of these beaches. The natural beach at Brseč responds rapidly to waves generated by prevailing north-easterly and south-easterly winds, changing its rotation and generating sediment losses and gains. The waves driven by the highest recorded wind speeds from the north-east caused the largest sediment loss. The surveys of the artificial beach at Dugi Rat showed that the dominant sediment transport on the monitored beach face is longshore, in a north-westerly direction, driven by Sirocco wind. Importantly, surveys revealed continuous sediment loss over 1.5 years of monitoring, despite beach re-nourishment on two occasions. The information collected by the methods demonstrated here will facilitate more effective planning of beach nourishment projects.

Due to the growing coastal development, there is an urgent need for systematic monitoring of natural and artificial beaches on the CEAC, to inform beach management and coastal strategies, and to contribute to the ICZM in Croatia which is currently still in its infancy. A comprehensive monitoring framework will require further considerations, but some existing strategies and directives related to beach management, such as sea bathing area water quality monitoring, are being implemented and an interactive database has been established. The extension of this database to include physical beach attributes could help identify erosional hot spots. Once recognized, implementation of the SfM-photogrammetry approach tested here is seen as an inexpensive way to increase our knowledge and understanding of how natural and artificial beaches respond to environmental conditions. Moreover, through the application of this technique at a number of targeted beaches, a systematic monitoring database could be further expanded to support the ICZM of the CEAC.
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Figure 1. Simplified lithological map of the Eastern Adriatic coast with study sites locations (red dots) (modified after Pikelj and Juračić (2013) and Pikelj et al. (2013)).

Figure 2. A-Location map of the Brseč beach on the CEAC. B-View from the beach. C-View from the sea.

Figure 3. Brseč beach shoreline, land-use and coverage changes between 1968 (A) and 2011 (B). Blue line denotes surface stream. C-Matching of the average shoreline position in 2011 (red line) and 2013 surveys (gray lines) and the comparison with the presumable shoreline position in 1968.

Figure 4. Google Map view of the investigated part (in red rectangle) of the Dugi Rat artificial beach system. Enlarged view: DRN beach section is located between groyne and groyne-pier (left part of the beach), DRS beach section is located between groyne-pier and coffee shop-groyne (right part of the beach).

Figure 5. A-Location map of the Dugi Rat beach on the CEAC. B-Appearance of the beach in 2005. C-Appearance of the beach in 2012 (B and C photos show the same coffee shop-groyne located at the SE end of the southern beach section DRS).

Figure 6. Beach shoreline change showing beach rotation on the photo-realistic point cloud. All coloured lines refer to 0.4 m interval beach contour. A-The average (equilibrium) beach state detected during the first survey (red line). B-The first end state detected during the fifth survey after stormy NE approaching waves (green line). C-The second end state detected during the last survey after stormy SE approaching waves (blue line). D-Rotation cycle of the Brseč beach at three month time-scale. Inserted legend: representative 0.4 m contour of the first, fifth and the last survey are in colours (red, green and blue lines, respectively). Other surveys 0.4 contours are shown in grey.

Figure 7. From the top to bottom: DEMs of five successive morphological surveys on the DRN.

Figure 8. From the top to bottom: DEMs of five successive morphological surveys on the DRS.

Figure 9. From the top to bottom: DEMs of Differences (DoDs) of five successive morphological surveys on the DRN. Erosion is indicated in blue and deposition in red.

Figure 10. From the top to bottom: DEMs of Differences (DoDs) of five successive morphological surveys on the DRS. Erosion is indicated in blue and deposition in red.
Figure 11. Characteristic moments in the Dugi Rat beach functioning. Central figure - Google Earth view of the studied Dugi Rat beach with positions of photographs. Directions of arrows indicate camera orientation. A-Bulge of sediment on the DRN as a result of dominated north-westward sediment transport. B-Flattened DRN section after regular nourishment. C-Appearance of the beach prior to nourishment works. D-Selective erosion around the concrete pier with sediment bypass between DRN and DRS. E-Flattened DRS section after regular nourishment. F-Heavily eroded part of the DRS section after severe Libecchio in January 2015. G-Gravel cast onto promenade after severe Libecchio in January 2015. H-Mean seasonal frequencies of wave progress directions and calms in the Central and South Dalmatia (after HHI, 2002).
Table 1: Beach volumes changes on the Brseč beach during monitoring period in 2013, showing integrated volumes between various beach contour heights and cliff in the back. Maximum and minimum volumes are bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey no.</th>
<th>Survey date:</th>
<th>0.50 m</th>
<th>0.75 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>October 4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>October 30</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>November 6</td>
<td><strong>160</strong></td>
<td><strong>103</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>November 12</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>November 18</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>November 28</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>December 4</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>December 24</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>December 27</td>
<td><strong>79</strong></td>
<td><strong>31</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Beach volume changes on the Dugi Rat beach during monitoring period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey no.</th>
<th>Survey date:</th>
<th>DRN section</th>
<th>DRS section</th>
<th>Total beach:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>February 21, 2015</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>February 24, 2015</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>June 24, 2015</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>January 17, 2016</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>June 27, 2016</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>